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IT’S SUMMIT TIME!

PACKED CUTTING-EDGE AGENDA
ON TAP FOR TALKING STICK
An evening at TopGolf, our biggest
teaching technology and training
aids demo day ever (more than 20
companies on hand) and, of
course, our usual array of fresh
teaching and business topics— it
all adds up to Proponent Group
Summit ’16 being unlike any other
industry event and a have-to-bethere gathering if you want to stay
ahead of your competition.
Join us in Scottsdale to:
• Learn how Tathata Golf is
merging martial-arts techniques
into golf to create more effective
training for golfers.
• Discover the performanceenhancing secrets tied to each
individual’s personal tempo and
rhythm.
• Learn how you can build a
pathway that creates more
lifelong golfers and grows your
business for years to come.
• Find out the keys to teaching
with ground-forces data.
• Avoid the typical mistakes that
make your business photos
project the wrong image about
you and your teaching.
• Get a first-hand look at what make’s TopGolf one of the hottest
entertainment companies in the world.
• Make new friends and expand your network of peers.
The complete Summit ’16 agenda is found on page 2. For complete
registration information go to page 7. No more delay. Register today.
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FULL SUMMIT 2016 LINE-UP
Below is the full schedule for Proponent Group’s 2016 Summit, which takes place
later this month on Oct. 23-25 at Talking Stick Resort in Scottsdale, AZ. More
details can be found on pages 6-7 of this newsletter.

Sunday, October 23rd
11am
1pm
2-4:30pm

Registration Opens at Talking Stick Resort hotel
Optional Golf at Talking Stick G.C.
Associate-Members-Only Session:
Building a Top-Shelf Teaching Career (Speakers will include:
Devan Bonebrake, Mike Malaska, Bernie Najar and
Sandy LaBauve)

6:30-8:30pm

Welcome Dinner at TopGolf Scottsdale

Monday, October 24th

10:30am
10:45am
11am

Optional Yoga for Golfers with Katherine Roberts
Breakfast
Welcome/The State of Instruction (Lorin Anderson)
Partner Presentation
Teaching Today: Are You Prepared to be Your Best Coach?
(Mike Malizia)
The Pathway to Creating Life-Long Golfers and How You Can
Create it (Ian James)
Break
Partner Presentation
The Human Skills of the Game (Pia Nilsson and Lynn Marriott)

Noon

Lunch

1pm

3:15pm
3:30

The Human Skills of the Game - Outdoor Session
(Pia Nilsson and Lynn Marriott)
The Code of Rhythm (Michael Boyko)
The Professional’s Guide to Taking Great Photos and Videos
(Scott Miller and Dave Allen)
Partner Presentation
Teaching Technology and Training Aids Demo Day

5:45pm

Dinner at Talking Stick Golf Club

6-7am
7-8am
8am
8:15am
8:30am
9:30am

1:45pm
2:45

Tuesday, October 25th
7am
8am
8:15am
9:15am
9:45am
10am
10:30am
11:30am
12:30pm
1:30-3pm

Breakfast
Partner Presentation
Golf Instructor’s Guide to Managing Your Personal Finances
(Brad East)
Secrets to Creating Long-Term Students (Jeff Penson)
Partner Presentation
Break
Panel Discussion: Clubfitting: The Performance Triangle: The
Club, The Swing Motion and Ball Flight
Lunch
Better Golf From the Ground Up (Bernie Najar)
Tathata Golf Movement Training: A Revolution in Golf
Instruction (Bryan Hepler)

2016

DEMO DAY WILL BE
LARGEST EVER AT A
PROPONENT SUMMIT
NEARLY TWO DOZEN
COMPANIES TO PARTICIPATE
IN SCOTTSDALE
One of the most valuable
portions of every Proponent
Summit is our Monday
afternoon Teaching Technology
and Training Aids Demo Day
where participants get to “kick
the tires” on new products from
the key companies supporting
golf instructors.
This year we expect nearly
two dozen companies to be
on site in Scottsdale. Stay
ahead of your peers by seeing
what’s new before everyone
else.
Companies expected to
participate include:
3ACT Slide
BioMech Golf Equipment
Bobby Jones
Epec Golf
Eyeline
Fuzion Dyn-A-Line
Game Golf
High Level Processing
Ben Hogan Golf
Imavex
International Clubmakers Guild
JR Mats
K-Motion (K-Vest)
Live View Golf
Mental Golf Profile
Opti-International
Par Bar
RetailTribe
Saber Golf
Shot-by-Shot
Swing Catalyst
Swing Coach
TrackMan
USchedule
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CLUBFITTING SURVEY RESULTS NOW AVAILABLE
At this month’s annual Summit we will be hosting a worldclass panel on clubfitting including Randy Henry, Kenny
Nairn, Gregg Rogers and Mark Timms. To help prepare
for the panel, we recently updated and expanded our
member survey on custom-fitting. It was the first survey
update on this topic since 2013.
We know this is a critical area for our members as 98
percent of respondents said they believe that a golfer’s
optimal swing motion can be disrupted by clubs that do
not fit properly.
The full results are now available on the members’
website by visiting the Business Surveys menu. A few
of the highlights include:

Sales are relatively strong right now, with 29
percent of members saying that clubfitting and hard
goods sales have “increased significantly” since last
year. Another 43 percent said sales have “increased a
little” from a year ago. Only 4 percent said hardgoods
sales are off in the current year.
Prices for a fitting are all over the map. Today’s
typical fitting fee is fairly evenly distributed across
pricing segments from less than $50 (14 percent) to
more than $150 (18 percent). At this time about half of
our members (47 percent) refund a portion or all of the
fitting fee if a hardgoods purchase is made.
The most common technologies employed by our
members to fit clubs include: TrackMan (51 percent),
Mizuno shaft analysis (40 percent), FlightScope (40
percent), SAM Putt Lab (30 percent) and ForeSight
CG2 (23 percent)
The Director of Instruction or Teaching Pro does the
most fittings at 44 percent, at member facilities. Next
came “everyone on staff” at 22 percent.
Proponent Group members are responsible for
selling a lot of hardgoods. About one-third of our
members sell more than 40 sets of clubs annually.
The most popular vendors for custom at this time
include: Titleist (76 percent), Ping (67 percent),
Callaway (61 percent), TaylorMade (57 percent)
Mizuno (52 percent) and newcomer PXG (18 percent)

THE UNITED NATIONS OF GOLF INSTRUCTION?
When we started Proponent Group a little over nine years
ago, we had no plans or expectation to extend the
membership beyond the United States and Canada. Well,
we were more than a little surprised when we reviewed our
membership roster recently and found that Proponent now
has members currently teaching in two dozen countries.
While we never set out to be the United Nations of golf
instruction, we have been humbled by the enthusiasm
around the globe for joining our network of top-tier
teaching professionals.
During our history we’ve never solicited members from
outside North America so we want to thank all of our
members who have recommended Proponent Group to
their peers overseas, as most of these international
members were referred to us by one or more of our current
members.
At this time we currently have members in:
Argentina,
Australia,

Bermuda,
Brazil,
Canada,
Denmark,
England,
Germany,
Indonesia,
Ireland,
Luxembourg,
Mexico,
New Zealand,
Phillippines,
Russia,
Scotland,
Singapore,
South Africa,
Switzerland,
Sweden, Turkey, United Arab Emirates and the
United States.
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Tell Me Something I Don’t Know

DR. BOB CHRISTINA: ONE OF GOLF’S TOP
RESEARCHERS, KEEPS TESTING THEORIES
by David Gould, Staff Editor

player’s practice sessions are. “Can
you simulate competitive conditions
On a visit to the University of North
100 percent? Probably not,” says
Carolina at Greensboro (UNCG), you
Christina. “At UNCG, we encourage
will find the one-time Dean of the
one-on-one competitions along the
School of Health and Human
range, similar to ‘horse’ in basketball
Sciences and Professor of
—you call the shot, do your pre-shot
Kinesiology currently filling a more
routine, execute, and if you’re
modest role. Dr. Bob Christina, whose
successful I have to match it or I’m
credits as a scientist in the study of
one-down in an 18-shot match. That
golf performance are too lengthy to
might be 30 percent simulation—it
fully cover in this article, serves as an
really does put some heat on.”
assistant coach of the UNCG men’s
Many of Dr. Bob’s research
golf team. Despite appearing to be
projects are co-conducted with
overqualified for the job, Christina
Proponent Group member Eric
nonetheless finds it demanding.
Alpenfels, director of instruction at
“What sort of coaching can we
Pinehurst Resort. Recently they
provide,” he asks, “that will lead to
have been studying “aim small, miss
the best competitive performances
small” as a target-selection strategy
for these young athletes, who are
for golfers. “It’s a concept that began
all so different from each other?”
in the shooting sports and was
Dr. Bob was a pioneer in the
popularized by the movie, ‘The
movement to change how golfers
Patriot,’ ” says Christina. “In golf it’s
practice, publishing articles in the very
associated with Jordan Spieth and
early 2000s that discussed block,
lately it’s been getting more attention
Dr. Bob Christina (right) strokes a putt under the
random and variable formats, among
watchful eye of Proponent member Eric Alpenfels. from golf coaches.”
other nuances. “At this point with our
If you haven’t employed the aimUNCG players, block practice is very limited,” he says. “If we
small, miss-small approach (ASMS) as a means of
find them hitting the same shot repeatedly, we’re going to
tightening dispersion patterns, Christina is not encouraging
ask them to describe the specific mechanics they’re working
you to hurry and do so. “We couldn’t find scientific
on, and they better have an answer for us.”
evidence proving its value,” says Dr. Bob. “In some driverThe state of the art of golf instruction, in his view, is notches
accuracy testing we did ourselves, we found that the
above where it was a generation ago, when Christina first
opposite happened—golfers who created fairway-wide
consulted with GOLF Magazine on its Top 100 Teachers
targets for themselves hit more shots down the middle than
program. “The very good teachers are capable of improving the
golfers who picked a narrow target down the middle—they
skills of just about anyone who is willing to practice,” he says.
also hit longer drives than the other group hit.”
The big qualifier to that statement, he would suggest,
His interpretation is that golfers with bigger targets
involves what happens in competition with those newly
are “more freed up in their motion” than small-target
refined ball-striking and scoring-shot skills. “How much
players. “Think about shooting sports—your goal is to
of it carries over, is the question,” Christina says. Might
eliminate motion in everything but the trigger squeeze,”
the answer lie in how competitive or pressurized a
says Christina. “Golf, by contrast, requires a full, flowing
practice environment you establish?
movement of the entire body.”
“A player whose driving accuracy improves by 30
Christina enjoys the part of the job that involves
percent on the range,” says Bob, “plays three
working with his players’ swing coaches back home.
tournaments and you find that his driving accuracy in
“We know and work with each of their swing coaches,”
those competitions improves by 15 percent—where is
says Dr. Bob. “It requires an investment of time, but it’s
that on the scale of what you expect or what you
absolutely worth it.” Even if a college coach wants to
consider possible?” In studying this question, instructors
take over as swing coach to a recruited player, it likely
might ask how competitive and how gamefied the
wouldn’t work, in Christina’s estimation.
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Register Now for the Must-Attend Education Event of the Year

WHERE GREAT TEACHERS GATHERTO LEARN MORE AND EARN MORE
October 23-25 (Sunday - Tuesday)
Talking Stick Resort and Talking Stick Golf Club
Scottsdale, Arizona
Join us for our ninth year showcasing what’s coming next
in golf instruction and highlighting fresh opportunities to
grow your teaching business:
Join us in Scottsdale to:
• Learn how Tathata Golf is merging martial-arts techniques into
golf to create more effective training for golfers
• Discover the performance-enhancing secrets tied to each
individual’s personal tempo and rhythm
• Learn how you can build a pathway that creates more lifelong
golfers and grows your business for years to come
• Find the keys to teaching with ground-forces data
• Avoid the typical mistakes that make your business photos
project the wrong image about you and your teaching
• Get a first-hand look at what make’s TopGolf one of the hottest
entertainment companies in the country
• Check out the latest teaching technologies at Demo Day
• Make new friends and expand your network of peers

Register today by logging in to the members’ website and
clicking on Summit Registration in the left-hand menu.

OUR 2016 SUMMIT PARTNERS

2016
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Gain Teaching-Tee Tested Knowledge From Today’s Industry Leaders

SUMMIT ’16 LINEUP SPOTLIGHTS
WHAT’S NEXT FOR INSTRUCTION
THE DETAILS

OUR SPEAKERS:

Host Site: Talking Stick Golf Club and Talking
Stick Resort and Casino is one of the most
popular golf destinations in Arizona. It is
conveniently located only 14 miles and less than
20 minutes from Phoenix Sky Harbor airport. All
summit events are within walking distance at
Talking Stick and we will provide shuttles to the
TopGolf event and to the Talking Stick Golf Club
dinner so you will not need a car during the
event.

2016 Summit Speakers will include:

PGA/LPGA Education Credits: Agenda will be
submitted to the PGA and LPGA for continuing
education for association members.
Approximately 13 hours of education will be
included in the summit.
Lodging: Proponent has a special Summit rate at
Talking Stick Resort and Casino for only $149 per
night SINGLE OR DOUBLE occupancy. Contact
the resort directly at 866-877-9897 to reserve a
room. Mention booking #10327 to guarantee you
receive our rate. If hotel is sold out, contact
Proponent for additional local options.
Cost: Our summit package includes all meals,
all education sessions, participant gifts and the
TopGolf event for only $545 for our Full and
International members. Associate members
are welcome to attend for $595 and just for
Associate Members, we include a special
career building session on Sunday afternoon
from 2-4:30pm before the full Summit begins.
NOTE: Optional golf Sunday afternoon at
Talking Stick is an additional $50 (tee times are
limited and will be filled first-come, firstserved).
Registration: Login to www.proponentgroup.com and at the top of the Members Only
menu on the left-hand side of the page you will
find the Summit Registration link.

Devan Bonebrake, owner of the
Southern California G.A., will speak to
his fellow Associate Members on
Sunday afternoon about his rapid rise
in the industry as an academy owner.
Bernie Najar
Michael Boyko, creator of Tempo in
Motion, is a professional drummer for
the last 25+ years and has performed
around the world with A-list groups of
the music industry
Bryan Hepler, Founder of Tathata Golf
headquartered in Scottsdale, AZ, a
teaching and training program with
deep roots in martial arts.

Lynn Marriott

Ian James, CEO of RetailTribe, is one of
the top marketing experts in golf and a
long-time partner to Proponent Group.
Scott Miller is is an award-winning
photographer based in Central Florida.
Some of his assignments have been
covering Presidential campaigns, the fall
of the Berlin Wall, the Super Bowl, the
NCAA Basketball Tournament and even
a few miracle putts by Tiger Woods

Pia Nilsson

Lynn Marriott and Pia Nilsson are the
founders of VISION54. GOLF
Magazine named VISION54’s flagship
program, 54 GOLF, the number one
golf school in the U.S. Golf Digest
currently ranks them the #1 and #2
female teachers in the US
Mike Malizia is the Director of
Instruction at Harbour Ridge in Palm
City, FL and is one of the most popular
speakers we’ve had in our summit
history.
Bernie Najar, Director of Instruction at
Caves Valley Golf Club, in Owings Mills,
MD, has quickly become a leading
expert in understanding and teaching
with ground force data.

Ian James

Mike Malizia

2016
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DO YOU GUARANTEE SUCCESS?
By Lorin Anderson, President
Isn’t it odd that a lot of the schlockiest
instruction and teaching-method
offers that fill my inbox each day offer
guarantees for improvement, while
most of our members who are at the
very top of the industry typically do
not?
When you’re as good as you folks
are at teaching the game, and you’re
now able to prove it with the before-and-after numbers on
your TrackMans, K-Vests and Swing Catalysts, you’re
missing out on some new business by not offering a
guarantee on your services. A mountain of studies prove
guarantees work. And they are low-risk—normally only
about two percent of customers will ask for remuneration.
When a potential customer considers purchasing
instruction, they have a number of concerns that might
keep them from doing so. Will the product or service
solve the problem they have? Will it meet their wants?
Will the benefits outweigh the costs?
When you provide a guarantee, you remove the risks
to the potential purchaser and make it easier for them to
give your instruction a try.
It is reasonable to assume that if you reduce the risks
and make it easy to buy, more of your potential
customers will convert to actual customers and make the
purchase. This is a good thing in a market where only
about one in eight golfers will take a lesson this year.
Here are three tips to developing a great instruction
guarantee:
1. Position it clearly and boldly to potential customers.
The worst guarantee is one that customers don’t know

about. This may sound ridiculous, but often businesses
that have a guarantee don’t tell their customers about it
prior to purchase. Some of those who didn’t buy would
have signed up if they knew about a guarantee.
2. The stronger and bolder the guarantee, the better.
A watered-down guarantee doesn’t work. Make it big and
bold. The idea is to get more customers to buy
confidently, so big and bold gets more attention. I often
see resistance because of the fear golfers will take
advantage of your guarantee. The reality is that a very
small percentage probably will—again, stats show it is
typically less than 2 percent. The profits from the other 98
percent of new customers will more than offset the cost of
dealing with the unsatisfied 2 percent.
3. Be specific in how you define the promise. As the
business owner you get to determine the rules. While the
guarantee needs to have some meat and must be easy
to use, you control the details. State it clearly in the
format of ‘If X, then Y.’
For example, ‘If this tree doesn’t live for one year after
purchase for any reason, we will replace it for no charge.’
In this example, the claim isn’t cash back, it’s a free
replacement, which costs less to the business that a full
refund. You can substitute letting the golfer take the
program over again or giving them a free lesson or two
until they see some improvement rather than provide a
cash refund, thus making your financial risk minimal.
Standing by your work and minimizing customer risk is
one of the most powerful ways to boost sales. It’s also
one of the easiest. If you don’t promote a guarantee,
you’re losing revenue. Proponent Group suggests you
leverage your high-quality skills with an improvement
guarantee. I’m willing to guarantee you’ll see the number
of new students in your programs increase.

PROPONENT GROUP PARTNERS
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EXCLUSIVELY FROM BOBBY JONES,
JUST FOR PROPONENT MEMBERS
All current product from Bobby Jones’ outstanding mens’
and womens’ lines is available for personal use to
Proponent Members at outstanding preferred pricing:

WITHOUT BOBBY JONES LOGO: 30% off standard wholesale pricing
WITH BOBBY JONES LOGO: 50% off standard wholesale pricing
Check out all the options at bobbyjones.com. To place a personal use order – or for pricing
on bulk orders for outings, golf schools or other student usage – contact Susan Moshier
in Customer Service at 404-836-0573 or at smoshier@jonesglobalsports.com.
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Tips for Polishing Your Personal Brand

TO SING YOUR OWN PRAISES, WRITE
A BETTER BIO
by David Gould,
Staff Editor

Someone interested in playing better golf hears about a
teaching professional and goes to that pro’s website. A
question forms in the golfer’s mind: Should I seek you
out for help with my game? Before that can be answered,
another question pops up: Who exactly are you?
Virtually every Proponent Group member
addresses this scenario by writing a professional bio
of themselves and, if nothing else, posting it in a
prominent spot online. Indeed, in the digital age of
web-browsing and social media, more attention is
being paid to these bios. They are short-form
descriptions of who we are, why we’re qualified and
what we have to offer.

chapter or section events, still another version of the
bio is needed—this one can leave out all information
and references that any PGA professional would
already know. If you are offering to do radio
appearances or write short articles for golf
publications (both print and digital), still another
version would be appropriate.
And since the audience for any such offers will be
editors and producers, a more casual, breezy,
make-you-sound-interesting tone will be needed—
compared to what you would send to the education
chairman of your PGA section. In fact, something
interesting is happening with bio-writing lately, even
in fields that once called for a strait-laced approach.
Go to the Faculty tab on any prominent liberal-arts
college or university website and scroll down toward

A question forms in the
golfer’s mind: Should I
seek you out for help
with my game? Before
that can be answered,
another question pops
up: Who exactly are you?
Members who have read
this far may think to themselves, “I took care of
that already.” But not so fast. To begin with, you
really can’t get by with just one version of your bio
—if for no other reason than length. Think about
it: You need a fairly complete description of
yourself and your career as a “base bio” that you
save as a simple document and can customize as
needed. This multi-paragraph writeup may be the
actual text you show under the “About Us” or
“Meet the Instructors” tab on your website.
Alternatively, you may trim down that full-bore
version before posting it on your site.
You will need other versions of your bio to insert
in any professional directory that lists you—these
are generally just a few sentences long. When you
volunteer yourself as a speaker at gatherings such as

the end of a few bios—you’ll find some extremely
casual and conversational chit-chat, undoubtedly
meant to add personality and charm after all those
dry references to scholarly articles and research.
Even in legal circles, uniqueness and off-beat
traits are starting to rival conventional qualifications:
An attorney whose bio was cited by a humanresources expert for its originality actually admitted
—in the bio—to being arrested for a petty crime as a
teenager. Will this offhanded style be the case in
golf soon? Not likely, and that’s because a standard
bio of a golf professional will never be as loaded
with dull, dry career facts as that of an academic
or a lawyer. Therefore it won’t have the same
need for attention-getting informality.
(Continued on next page)
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With all this as context, here
are five reminders that should
help you produce the kind of
self-description that will
persuade people they should
work with you:
1. Style Question: First
Name vs. Last: The first
sentence of his Wikipedia
entry states that William Henry
"Bill" Gates is an American
entrepreneur, business leader
and philanthropist. The next
sentence begins, “In 1975,
Gates and Paul Allen cofounded Microsoft…” If Gates
were a golf instructor, his
official bio on his facility’s
website would have used his
first name “Bill” in that second
reference. One approach is
more journalistic and cooly
objective, the other is warmer
and more casual—it’s the very
beginning of your attempt to
forge a relationship with the
customer.
2. Finishing up with a
Personal Nugget: Open a
hardcover book at the back
and you’ll see the section of the dust jacket that
describes the person who wrote it—a photo and
about five sentences usually does the trick. Scan
immediately to the bottom and you’ll see that this
author “lives with his wife and three children in
Towson, Maryland” or “lives in Austin, Texas with
her husband, two sons and a sheepdog named
Angus.” It’s almost automatic, and not for no
reason—people want to know these details of
residence, family and lifestyle.
3. Storytelling is possible, in
certain cases: When Proponent
member Will Robins makes
presentations to fellow
professionals or business groups,
he often begins his talk by briefly
recounting his 2004 honeymoon
trip to Thailand, in which he and his
wife miraculously survived the
famous December 26 tsunami,
which in mere seconds blew apart
the room they were standing in and
plunged an entire hotel underwater.

Such an experience opens the possibility for an
atypical and fairly dramatic opening statement in a
professional bio, along the lines of: “The most
significant career decisions we make are the
decisions dictated by once-in-a-lifetime events. In
2004, when Will was an aspiring tour pro…. etc.”
Structuring a bio in this manner makes it very likely
that people will read it through to the end.

4. Strange problem to have—too many
impressive achievements: Ironically,
professional bios of the very top
people in any given industry are
perhaps most likely not to be read
Scan immediately to the
through to the end, especially by a
bottom and you’ll see that
consumer trying to decide if their
this author “lives with his
money would be well-spent on this
wife and three children in
person. Instead the would-be
Towson, Maryland” or “lives customer reads along, nodding
their head as the highlight reel
in Austin, Texas with her
continues, then quits reading and
husband, two sons and a
proceeds to take action.
(Continued on next page)
sheepdog named Angus.”
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If you’re in that top tier
of accomplished
practitioners, make sure
your bio starts with the
flashiest data points and
works its way down to
the small stuff—don’t
bother going in
chronological order and
don’t worry that you’re
droning on for too long.

2016

satisfying to the reader, as
long as they are fairly short
and the pieces of information
are fairly uniform in their
importance. That tends to be
the case with people early in
their careers. When you use
the sequential approach,
there isn’t a lot of pressure to
come up with impressivesounding attainments—
instead you go with a fairly
humble tone and finish up
expressing the immense
enthusiasm of youth for
helping golfers and honing
your craft.

5. Chronological
order does work well,
when you’re starting
out: Descriptions of
anything or anyone that
follow a chronological
sequence can be

A Critical Grammar Lesson: Learn About the “Misplaced Modifier”
A professional bio is a collection of
data points about one person. For
that reason, it’s sometimes a
challenge to avoid repetitious
sentence structure. Consider the
following: “Amy studied at Indiana
University. She played on the golf
team there and was captain her
senior year. She has a degree in
kinesiology with a minor in
communications. She began her
teaching career at Lakeside Golf
Resort. Amy is a student of martial
arts with a brown belt in aikido.”
And so on.
These are examples of what’s
called a “simple sentence.” To
avoid the monotony they can
create, we write what are called
“compound-complex
sentences”—basically
taking two of those facts
and capturing them in one
sentence. That sentence
will have a dependent
clause and a main clause,
with the main clause usually
coming second. A fine way
to do it in Amy’s case would
be to say: “A four-year
member of the Hoosier
women’s golf team, Amy

served as captain her senior
year.” But be careful not to simply
cram two pieces of information
together, creating something like:
“A student of martial arts, she
began her teaching career at
Lakeside Golf Resort.” Readers
expect there to be at least a
shred of connection between the
two parts of the sentence.
What’s worse is when the
jamming together of two
descriptive statements results in a
“misplaced modifier.” This is a
grammar shank in which the two
clauses don’t “agree” on what their
subject is.
Almost bizarrely, a recent article
in Forbes magazine, of all places,

heaped praise on a real-life
professional bio that committed
this momentum-killing grammatical
error. Its subject is a merchant
marine officer from the Caribbean
named Phil who founded a real
estate company in Boston. Here is
the culprit sentence: “Passionate
about the water, the move to East
Boston was a natural fit.”
Ouch. When you start a
sentence with a dependent clause
—meaning, a clause that doesn’t
have all the ingredients of a full
sentence—the first thing or person
you mention in the main clause is
the thing or person to which the
dependent clause will apply. And
so, in this sentence, the thing or
person that is “passionate
about the water” isn’t Phil, it’s
the move he made. That’s
not good, because moves
aren’t capable of being
passionate, only people are.
This is a common mistake,
but it’s still an embarrassing
one. And it borders on the
absurd that Forbes chose a
bio containing such a blooper
as an example for others to
emulate.
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Stock up for the Season

Open a Wholesale account TODAY
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WHAT THE CYCLING INDUSTRY CAN
TEACH US ABOUT MARKETING
by Ian James,
RetailTribe CEO
A professor of
Astronomy 101 who
surveys his lecture
hall will notice a
continuum from front
to back. Up close are
the prospective
majors, and behind
them are
The cycling industry deals with spectrums of participation that closely mirror those found in the golf business.
conscientious
students who will end
existing and potential market they categorize each
up majoring in something else. Next come the noncustomer into one of four segments (shown below).
scholars, just hoping for a passing grade. Way back are
It’s well known that golf faces no easy task as we
the slackers, many of whom will drop the course or flunk it.
attempt
to grow participation—our counterparts in cycling
Everywhere you go in this world, regardless of the
activity, there are similar
spectrums of interest and
engagement among
participants and would-be
participants. We know it’s
true of golf and lately I’ve
discovered it’s also true of
the high-end bicycle
business.
A few weeks ago I met
with the marketing team at a
large cycle retailer to learn
about the company’s
business. I was told about
various ways the consumer
is induced to take up the
sport and how entry-level
participants get enticed to
become more gung-ho
about cycling—perhaps
all the way to the point
where they become, in
industry jargon, Racing
Snakes.
Throughout the meeting
I was struck by how similar
the challenges faced by
cycling marketers
resemble the challenges
we’re familiar with in golf.
When cycling
marketers examine their
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When RetailTribe works with a specific club or course, it looks to find out the local market breakdown across four critical divisions.

face a similar uphill battle. Here are some of the
challenges they encounter:
• New entrants to the industry, called New Bloods, are
very easily discouraged. For many it takes a single
fall for them to hang that bike on a garage wall and
leave it there. This is especially true of women, who
tend to need lots of extra encouragement to reach a
level where they become confident and the sport
becomes enjoyable
• Many New Bloods will only become further
entrenched as Recreational cyclists if you can get
them into a social group
• Passage along the spectrum from New Blood to
Recreational biker to Weekend Warrior to Racing
Snake is important, monetarily. At each stage along
the spectrum (left to right), the amount the consumer
spends will increase.
I suspect the golf instructor or director of golf can
relate quite readily to such challenges and opportunities.
The clustering of customers into four categories also
matches the pattern that research into golf participation
has discovered:
Clearly, there is a large pool of people in cycling’s
Recreational category. The difference in spending levels
between the Recreational cyclist and a Weekend Warrior

is significant. A large group that will increase spending
significantly if it can be shifted ahead one stage translates
to major opportunity. That’s why the cycling retailer I met
with has made it a top marketing priority to connect with
Recreational cyclists and motivate them to become
Weekend Warriors.
By contrast, they are much less focused on getting
Weekend Warriors to graduate to the Racing Snake level.
The reason for that comes down to ROI: Statistics show
that a Racing Snake does spend more on cycling than a
Weekend Warrior spends, but only marginally more, and
most of those additional dollars are spent on nutrition
items.
Being a Snake also seems to bring with it a sense of
entitlement. The Snake cyclist who is buying some new
gear will want and expect a discount, “because I’m a
regular.”
In addition, they take up a lot of staff time on their
multiple visits to the store because they provide an
outlet to talk about their passion. Golf managers may
recognize these traits among long-time members.
I view the golf industry in the same way. When I
work with a specific club or course I’m looking to
find out their market’s breakdown across four
divisions. Those would be Introductory (new golfers),
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Recreational, Engaged (golf is important
with the Recreational cyclist. To move
to them and they play frequently) and
Those who are learning and Recreational cyclists up a notch to
Committed (golf defines them and they
Weekend Warrior, the communication
those who are committed
see it as a sport).
has to reflect the motivations and
seem to invest the large
In most clubs the breakdown is very
concerns of the particular gender of
similar to the way the cycling retail
portion of coaching revenues Recreational Cyclist they’re targeting.
company sees its market. The
Such a nuanced use of language is
(excluding juniors). We
spending pattern increases among
part of the approach we adopted at
struggle to get the “regular” RetailTribe many years ago. We learn
their golfers do, as you’d expect, mirror
golfer into coaching.
what is seen among cyclists.
about the personas in detail and then
If you had to segment the golf market
create communication that will appeal to
at your facility in this manner, what would
each one specifically. We are able to succeed
the splits be like? To take this a step further, where along this
in getting at the large rump of opportunity represented by
continuum is your biggest potential for growth?
Recreational golfers because we’ve learned through
I’ve talked with many professionals who bemoan the
research what attracts them and what turns them off.
low level of interest in coaching that is exhibited by the
We do also create content and articles for our
large group of recreational golfers, and even by those who
professionals to use that will appeal to golf’s equivalent of
play more regularly. Our research into coaching students
the Racing Snake, but the majority of our articles are
bears out their concern. Those who are learning and
designed to appeal to personas in the Recreational and
those who are committed seem to invest the large portion
Engaged category. There are large numbers of golfers in
of coaching revenues (excluding juniors). We struggle to
these groups to attract.
get the “regular” golfer into coaching.
We are actually going further than the Cycling retailer
Cycling approaches this challenge by communicating
described above. We know that, among the generations
in a different language for different categories. They’ve
in golf, there are very different motivations and barriers.
worked out at least eight separate personas, covering the
For starters, someone born between 1927 and 1945 has
male and female from each category. The Racing Snake
much lower expectations of enjoyment. If their game of golf
requires a very different language from that which is used
produces misery, that’s almost part of its appeal, i.e.,

Retailtribe has developed a tool that allows you to manage all your social network posts from one place. This enables you to take a photo, add
some inspiring words, and select where (website, email, Facebook, Twitter, other social networks) you want it to go, all while looking at one screen.
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“the challenge you can never master.” If they’re a
Gen X female with children and a job, time and
enjoyment are much more precious to them. We
create personas for each generation in each
category of golfer. When creating content, we think
about who we’re talking to. In point of fact we
imagine we’re speaking face to face with that golfer.
There’s a further complication created by the
wide breadth of generations one is trying to talk to.
If you’re trying to inspire a 67-year-old recreational
male to join a short-game practice group, then an
Instagram post won’t be your most effective
medium. But if you’re trying to attract a 15-year-old
female to “learn in a five-ball scramble” format, then
Instagram—with the right photo—will be a useful
channel.
At this point in the conversation you’re probably
worrying about how you’ll find time to send
appropriate content to a website (for search engines
and links to find), to email your database, to post on
Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and all the rest.
Our company has done some spadework in this
area. We’ve developed a tool that allows you to
manage all your social network posts from one
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place. We wanted the golf coach to be able to take
a photo, add some inspiring words, and then just
select where (website, email, Facebook, Twitter,
other social networks) they want it to go, all while
looking at one screen. Even selecting all channels
and networks is possible, if that is what’s desired.
But whatever channels you plan to use, the four
lessons to take from our cycling retailer are as follows:
• Segment your market into different levels of
commitment or participation and understand
the motivation of each segment
• You need to retain the respect of your golf
equivalent of the Racing Snake, but these
customers are unlikely to truly drive higher
revenues and profits for you
• Your big opportunity will exist where the large
rump of customers are—increasing their
commitment and participation translates into
large revenue increases
• Talk to your recreational customers in the
language that they will relate best to
Now, after all that, let’s try for a truly major shift
—getting all these cyclists off their bikes and onto
our golf courses!
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DEAD-SERIOUS PREPARATION—THEN
A SPLASHY AND SPIRITED LAUNCH
by John Torsiello, Staff Writer

Mike LaBella and Rob Comerer made sure to
conduct their due diligence before taking the big step
of opening “Smash Factory Golf” at Ravenwood Golf
Club in Victor, N.Y., outside of Rochester. Their
entrepreneurial gambit has paid off in the form of a
well-accepted and growing instruction business—in
an area with a strong golf culture and quite obvious
upside potential.
When they parachuted in, the two Proponent
Group members brought some catchy branding and
made it easy for golfers to find them and book
lessons with them. Indeed, the first search result for
“Rob Comerer Smash Factory” or “Mike LaBella
Smash Factory” is a live booking page with blanks
for typing in name and email address, plus other
prominent, basic information on how to engage.
The east side of the city of Rochester, where a
good deal of Smash Factory’s prospective clientele is
located, enjoys a high median income. It’s home to
an audience that’s likely to respond to a high-quality
golf learning experience, given its level of disposable
dollars. “Our business model is based on offering a
high level of training and coaching,” says LaBella,
“high enough to justify premium pricing. In creating
our plan we’ve needed to look closely at supply,
demand and discretionary income.”
A key factor for the two Proponent members was
Rob Comerer (left) and Mike LaBella did lots of homework before
this data point: In 2010 Rochester was ranked
setting up their business and that has helped make Smash Factory
number 10 in a list of “Best Golf Cities in America”
Golf near Rochester, NY a big hit with local golfers.
published on Golf.com. With a population of slightly
over a million and only 4,000 to 5,000 of that
“Ravenwood is the top public course in the area
population holding memberships at private clubs, the
and it’s in a great location that has seen large
so-called Flower City seemed well-stocked with
population growth over the past decade,” says
golfers who would have no natural source
LaBella. “The town of Victor has seen a
of instruction and coaching.
5,000-person population increase and
With some further research, the
the county itself has grown by 7.7
pair found that only half of all private
A key factor for the percent.”
facilities in their area had a dedicated two Proponent members
Then again, it’s not the only game
instructor on staff. Translation: There
in town, so a bit more investigation
was this data point: In was called for. LaBella considers it
would have to be well-heeled golfers
serious about the game who were
2010 Rochester was
extremely important to research other
open to at least sampling what ready
in any area where you plan
ranked number 10 in a facilities
Comerer and LaBella brought to
on locating, as well as the potential
market. With the territory all mapped
list of “Best Golf Cities growth of the area, and then
out, the last big decision involved
in America” published determine your supply, demand, and
their home base—Ravenwood G.C.
potential-customer calculus.
on Golf.com.
seemed a pretty obvious choice.
(Continued on next page)
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“Look at the volume of golfers, cost per round or
cost of membership and compare that to other
facilities and other instructors,” advises Comerer. “See
what their price points are and how busy their
schedules are. Are they even able to maintain a full
schedule?” He and his partner—each of whom can
flash a resume loaded up with specialty certifications
and impressive past employers— set an initial goal of
providing an extremely high level of coaching for
players of all skill levels. “The facility along with our
price points were considered and we made sure that it
suited our vision of our brand,” Comerer says.
Speaking of the brand, with a name like the “Smash
Factory” some prospective clients may think LaBella’s
and Comerer’s teaching is all about hitting the
ball a mile. But, as Rob points out, he and Mike
have received positive feedback on the name,
with no particular issue around onedimensionality. “Most people have not linked the
name to the technical term, ‘smash factor,’
unless they are really up on technology or watch
a lot of Golf Channel.” Nor would that really be a
problem, in Comerer’s view. “Given that smash
factor is a derivative of ball and clubhead speed,
it directly links to how efficient contact can be at
impact, if the swing is fundamentally sound,”
says Rob.
They’ve done their target marketing, too.
LaBella explains that 50 percent of his and
Comerer’s effort is focused on the avid player, 25
percent is on the “lapsed” golfer and 25 percent is on
creating new golfers.
“Your student base is like the stock market,” suggests
Mike. “If you put all of your funds into one stock and it
does not do well then you lose money. If you diversify
and spread out into multiple stocks then you have a
greater chance of seeing consistent returns.” The
majority of the pros’ efforts in creating new golfers comes
in the form of youth coaching sessions and clinics. “If we
are able to get them hooked at a young age then we can
create lifelong students,” says LaBella.
The two pros focus on goal-setting and helping
students work towards those stated goals. “If the

“Your student base is
like the stock market,”
suggests Mike. “If you put all of
your funds into one stock and
it does not do well then you
lose money. If you diversify
then you have a good chance
to see consistent returns.”
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performance targets are set appropriately, the client
will always see results on the course,” says Comerer.
For prospective clients on the fence, he offers free
swing assessments. This gives the newcomer a feel
for his style and provides Rob an up-close look at the
person’s swing and their apparent ability level. At the
conclusion of the assessment, the would-be client
receives a bit of instruction and a potential lesson plan
tailored for them. “Most of the time that assessment is
not the last time I see them,” Comerer says, with a
degree of satisfaction.
The weather in the Northeast can, of course, put a
hold on golf for long periods. But LaBella believes
there is potential for decent revenue during the winter

““Look at the volume of
golfers, cost per round or cost
of membership and compare
that to other facilities and
other instructors,” advises
Comerer. “See what their price
points are and how busy their
schedules are.”
months. He and Comerer will offer more group
instruction coupled with functional movements in the
gym that assist with the golf swing. “I would love to
consider a warm-weather location for the winter,” says
Mike, “but with family constraints I do not mind staying
up North teaching in the winter.”
The Smash Factory is developing partnerships for
the winter season that will help grow its clientele, as
well as offering new programs adapted to winterseason needs and activities. LaBella and Comerer are
also looking to grow their business at other courses and
clubs, having already set up a second Smash Factory
Golf location at Eagle Vale Golf Club, located in
Fairport, N.Y. Said Comerer: “Mike and I both want to
make sure that any future partnerships will allow us to
grow our clientele, as well as bring new
opportunities to the table for our partners.”
Comerer is having, no pun intended, a blast
at The Smash Factory. “I truly enjoy having the
opportunity to help others,” he says. “Seeing
pure enjoyment as a student hits a great golf
shot is very gratifying.”
The pros’ long-term goals include being at
two facilities that meet their business plan and
vision, being consistently busy in the winter
season, adding staff, and working toward
becoming a nationally recognized academy.
After just a couple of years in their adopted
hometown, they’re off to a rousing start.
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TRILLIUM ROSE

WOODMONT COUNTRY CLUB, ROCKVILLE, MD
INTERVIEW BY PAUL RAMEE, JR.
Sitting in the audience at a presentation given by the
Harvard anthropologist and physician Paul Farmer,
Trillium Sellers Rose took special note of the threepronged path Dr. Farmer had devised for himself in
professional life. “He had his private practice, he
taught medicine and he worked on health-related
public policy issues—it was an inspiration to me,”
she recalls.
Matching up to what Farmer laid out is Trillium’s
three-level desire to teach golf, share research with
fellow coaches and contribute to the long-term
development of golf instruction by helping shape
curriculums. The latter ambition has borne fruit on
multiple occasions, including quite recently when
she was asked to serve on the LPGA Learning,
Education, and Training Committee.
Rose’s father is a Vermont architect who founded
his own museum of industrial design and Trillium’s
mother is an oil painter. After high school she went
out West to pursue her bachelors degree, graduating
from Pitzer, one of the famed Claremont Colleges
east of Los Angeles. Her current position is director
of instruction at Woodmont Country Club in
Rockville, Md. Trillium took a leave from teaching in
2012 to pursue a masters degree in Motor Learning
and Control from Columbia University. This provided
her a formal education in the science behind how

people acquire and
adapt physical skills.
Rose’s area of
expertise is in
designing and
implementing
curriculums that
develop the golf
athlete specifically with targeted practice plans.
She has been recognized as one of “America’s
Best Young Teachers” by Golf Digest, since 2012.
That honor was followed by a No. 3 ranking on the
magazine’s list “Best Teachers in Maryland.” Her
passion for teaching young players has been
honored with a distinction as a US Kids Master
Teacher (2013) and US Kids Top 50 Teacher (2009,
2010, 2012). She is a frequent contributor of
instruction articles to Golf Digest and regularly
receives interview requests from print and online
media outlets. Her conversation with Paul Ramee
took place over the summer and is excerpted here.
Trillium, describe your introduction to golf.
I started as a junior at the age of six. My father got me
started. At that time there were very few golf peers for
me, given that girls were not playing the game at the
same participation level they are today. There were
Rose took a leave from
teaching in 2012 to pursue a
masters degree in Motor
Learning and Control from
Columbia University in New
York City.
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Rose is one of the
many top teachers
who received
early training
working under
Jim McLean.

very few junior tournaments for me to compete in
and I had little formal instruction. My high school
didn’t have a golf team so I played lacrosse and ice
hockey instead. By the time college rolled around, I
focused on playing lacrosse, although I continued to
play golf in the summers.
Doesn’t sound like your feeling for the game was
super-intense, at that time.
It's true, my feeling for the game wasn't super intense right
out of college. I had played lacrosse at a high level but
after school ended it because obvious that I couldn't play
lacrosse as intensely, so I moved golf up to my No. 1 sport.
The "eureka" moment came when my head professional
where I had grown up told me he had an opening for an
assistant. I took the job and I realized immediately that I
greatly enjoyed teaching. I loved “sharing the magic” with
people and I was captivated with the notion that in a short
period of time, I could address people’s questions about
the game and help increase their enjoyment of it.
So, you were on your path within the golf
profession—how did things unfold?
I had been splitting my seasons between Quail Valley
Golf Club in FL, and Sleepy Hollow Country Club in NY,
for a few years. I realized that teaching was where I
wanted to be, so I applied to Jim McLean Golf School
to train under him at Doral. I spent the following five
winters there and the summer seasons as a teaching
professional at Sleepy. For the next seven years I
continued North and South as a full time teacher.

When someone makes a decision like that they
find themselves in need of mentoring. Who were
the people you took cues from?
I’ve been so fortunate to have been able to interact with
the best people in our industry. Seminars and Proponent
Group events were so important early on in my teaching
career. The people who had the most influence on me
were Jim McLean,Dr. Debbie Crews, and Dr. Rob Neal.
There are countless others who I didn't spend as much
time with but who had a big influence on my teaching and
that list could go on forever but it includes Mike Bender,
Butch Harmon, Bob Toski, Lynn Marriott and Pia Nilsson.
How have you used the information from these
mentors to form who you are and what you do?
These people formed the de facto “board of directors” of my
career. I've learned from their failures, their successes, and
their experiences. Why re-invent the wheel? My thinking is if I
can avoid the pitfalls and make good choices earlier in my
life, then maybe Ill be able to reach my goals a little sooner.
To avoid getting stuck in neutral, career-wise,
what do you talk with these people about?
Looking back, one of the great things about working
for Jim McLean was discussing how we present to
groups, discussing our brands, and how we handle
different types of people. One of the great things about
working for Jim was the people he gathered around
him. The environment was rich with ideas and people
who wanted to learn. The energy level was very high
and we were always asking each other questions.
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Rose’s area of expertise is
in designing and
implementing curriculums
that develop the golf
athlete specifically with
targeted practice plans.

You’ve been very active academically—are you
pointing yourself toward a Ph.D?
I honestly don't think I need one. I enjoyed studying for
my master's, but it pulled me off the lesson tee for a
substantial amount of time and it pulled my brain
away. It was really interesting but I think 90% of what I
read and what we did was not applicable to teaching.
What is a typical day for you?
I wake up and spend about 20 minutes in bed, there I
run through my day and reflect on what I am going to
accomplish. It all leads to a to-do list that runs way
too long, I try to break it up and accomplish the tiny
items first and the put the big projects in a different
spot for later. I typically teach eight hours a day, six
days a week and save the off-season for travel,
projects, reflecting and preparation.
Motor learning has been an area of pretty intense
study for you. How did that come about?
Well, I went into it looking for a silver bullet. But guess
what? There is no silver bullet. I was looking for universal
answers to getting people better and it just doesn’t exist.
What did you find out instead? Because you
stayed with the program.
I learned it doesn’t exist because of how many
variables a person can bring to a lesson.

Can you share an example of what you mean?
Sure, take an individual who comes to you with a lot
of experience in the game and certain good and bad
patterns exist. It is going to take more time to fix his
or her mistake than someone who comes to you who
is new to the game. So it would require more thinking
for them to change their pattern. If someone’s body is
unable to do the workload due for example to weak
glutes—which would lead to them losing their posture
easily—you have to address it. You have to factor in
all the variables to really make progress with
someone. I guess the one thing that may approach
being a “silver bullet” is that you really have to
understand how people learn, all the things involved
in the learning process.
Every teaching professional knows the person in
their mid-60’s who just retired and suddenly has
the free time to play golf. After a few lessons he or
she says “I wish I had learned this game when I
was a kid.” Is that valid—do children need less
thinking to learn the game?
For the most part, they have what I call “fresh tracks
in the snow.” There are no footprints, no bad habits.
Some of the earlier patterns in life are the hardest to
un-learn.
What are some of the principles associated with
Motor Learning?
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Already a regular on
teaching summit speakers
circuit, Rose brings her
unique blend of teaching
experience and motor
learning training to her
audiences.

We could start by looking at the learning environment,
the task and the individual. To see the full picture of what
happens during learning, you can’t take away any one of
these and just look at the remaining two in isolation. All
three of them present variables and conditions, which
are part of the learning process. Another central tenet is
that you can’t actually see learning occur, however you
can infer that it’s occurred based on performance.
If someone is on the range for 8 hours a day every
day, you don’t actually know if he or she is learning until
you can measure the performance. And if the goal is to
play better golf, then you obviously have to measure that
out on the course, not the range. People forget that the
range isn’t where you measure performance.
The range is where you prepare for performance. It’s
backstage. The stage is the course, and that’s where it
counts. This is why I spend so much time on the course
with students rather than on the range. I want them to
be in the environment where it matters so that the jump
from range to course isn’t so big.
Anything else that belongs among the
fundamentals, in your estimation?
The process of learning takes time. It’s easy to mistake a
student’s ability to perform the task for full-on learning.
Doing the motion doesn’t mean it’s been learned, even if
he or she is repeating it over and over. I should also
mention overload—as teachers we can easily forget
what it’s like to be in the shoes of students. Take a
lesson in something you’ve never tried before and you’ll
quickly appreciate the feeling again. Overloading a

student with thoughts or tasks or changes is deadly to
learning. Pick something to work on and stick with it.
Finally I’ll address practice. It’s no surprise that practice
is the key ingredient to “permanency”. But what they
practice is what will either make them better or not.
Creating lasting learning involves making errors and then
correcting them. If the student doesn’t know whether he
or she is making the correct movement, then learning
isn’t likely to occur very effectively. To ensure that the
player knows what to do and how to push through the
uncomfortable part of not knowing how to change, set
up tasks that will give him/her feedback for selfcorrection. This is setting up the task so that it will be
challenging to execute but not overly so.
What are you using with your students when it
comes to practice?
I have about 150 students using Edufii and I set up a
weekly practice plan for them with games and drills. I
also have a weekly log book for our junior students. I
lead supervised practice for three hours a week and
run three mobility classes a week. I also run semiprivate workshops for four people from time to time.
How were you able to change the mindset from one
on one practice to group practice? Were women
more open to it than men?
Women were definitely more open to it than men, but
over time other students saw the results enjoyed by
those who attended these classes, and they were open
to getting involved.
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Shown here shooting a tip
for Golf Channel, Rose can
be seen regularly in a
variety of golf media
outlets.

How about changing someone from block to random
practice?
I just try and sneak a few games in here and there Golf
Scrimmages has some great games and people
generally like to play games. Some people still need
block practice to acquire the skill, but we have been
successful with random practice.
How about pressure, how do you create tense
situations for your students?
Training students to handle pressure is a big topic, and
one which I'm still learning a lot about. I know that solid
skills are the foundation to solid performance, so I work
on building those skills, and testing those skills often in
playing or tournament situations. The best way to
prepare for something is to do it. If you play in
pressure, you'll get used to it. It can be hard to match
up the exact level, but I'll do little things to students like
limit the number of balls that they hit, or create on
course games that simulate what they will experience
in tournament play.
Where is your stance these days on teaching
technology?
Obviously, compared to 10 years ago there is a swell of
technology—things like 2D, 3D, Forceplates and to go
along with it a tremendous amount of data. So, you have
your machine and your numbers and that is great, but
the player still has to play. How you interpret that info
and share it with the student is what really matters.

What projects are you working on?
Currently, I am working with Disabled Sports, USA which
works with Wounded Warriors.I have recently been
named to the adjunct faculty of the PGA, helping with the
Instruction portion of the PGM curriculum. Something I
just completed is the PGA Specialty Certification in
Instruction and it was an exceptional program. The
program consists of 36 videos, each are 25 to 30 minutes,
12 of them were on Motor Learning and they were really
good. For $375 it is worth it and you need to submit a
project at the end and I was very happy with the program.
Your website portrays a lot of energy, confidence and
class—an indicator that you take your personal
brand very seriously. Could you share with us your
thoughts on the brand?
Thanks for the positive feedback on my website. It was a
conscious decision about my brand and I wanted it to
be “self-reflective” and alive. Scientific principles can be
boring, but I wanted to present a site that would give
people insight into what type of person I am and what
they would learn, think and feel if we were to work
together. With respect to my brand, I feel I have laserbeam focus on where it is and where it is going. I am not
spending time on things that would derail that direction.
For example, I would never take a job where I would be
required to work in the shop, it would be taking time
away from what I love to do. Social media is a time trap
that has to be monitored. I spend some time on social
media, but not much—less than an hour or so a week. I
don’t watch much TV, either. I don’t even have cable
service at my house.
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WELCOME PROPONENT GROUP’S
SEPTEMBER NEW MEMBERS
GRANT BALCKE, Gary Gilchrist Golf Academy, Howiein-the-Hills, FL - Associate Member
CAROLE CLARK, Fiddlesticks Country Club, Ft. Myers,
FL - Full Member
CHRIS CONE, Martin City Golf Center, Kansas City, MO
- Associate Member
DEREK DUBSKY, Martin City Golf Center, Kansas City,
MO - Associate Member
KENT INSTEFJORD, Beloit Club, Beloit, WI - Associate Member
KIPP KEUTER, Wichita Country Club, Wichita, KS Associate Member
MILTON KODL III, Beloit Club, Beloit, WI - Associate
Member
MARK NIGRO, Martin City Golf Center, Kansas City,
MO - Associate Member
TRAVIS OLSON, Rock Creek Cattle Company, Deer
Lodge, MT- Associate Member
KEENAN RICHCREEK, Martin City Golf Center, Kansas
City, MO - Associate Member
JOHN RICHMAN, Martin City Golf Center, Kansas City,
MO - Full Member
TIM SHEREDY, Tim Sheredy Golf Institute, Bradenton,
FL - Full Member
MIKE TABBERT, Beloit Club, Beloit, WI - Associate Member
TINA TOMBS, Tina Tombs Golf at Arizona Biltmore Golf
Club, Phoenix, AZ - Full Member
STEPHANIE YU, Manila Golf and Country Club, Manila,
Philippines - International Member
ROB WILKIN, Martin City Golf Center, Kansas City, MO
- Associate Member

2016

LPGA SECTION OF THE YEAR
WINNERS ANNOUNCED
Proponent Group members Kay Cornelius and
Molly Tullar Braid have earned LPGA Teaching &
Club Professional of the Year awards.
Cornelius has been named the Central Section’s
Junior Leader for 2016 while Molly Tullar Braid has
been named the Coach of the Year in the Northeast
Section.

NILSSON RECEIVES LPGA’S ELLEN
GRIFFIN ROLEX AWARD
Pia Nilsson, an Honorary member of the LPGA Teaching
and Club Professionals, has been named the 2016 Ellen
Griffin Rolex Award winner. The award recognizes an
individual who has made a major contribution to the
teaching of golf while emulating Griffin’s spirit, love and
dedication to their students, peers
and the game of golf. Griffin was
one of the finest teaching
professionals in the game before
her passing in 1986.
Nilsson has been ranked as the
top woman golf teacher in
America by Golf Digest
magazine, she is a former
Solheim Cup captain and she and
her partner, Lynn Marriott, run
Vision54 which is considered by
many media outlets to be the best golf school in the
world. Pia and Lynn will be presenting at this month’s
Proponent Group Summit in Scottsdale.
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